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尔 70 年代提出的“后工业社会理论”中得到很全面的阐述。1968 年美国学生运
动、民权运动以及法国五月风暴是重要的转折点。西方发达国家掀起了当代社会
运动。第三章从劳工运动、和平运动、妇女运动、同性恋运动、生态运动的各自




































































































As long as the diversity of social problems and the lag and limitations of solving 
social problems exist, a political system will never evade the social movement. If the 
inherent tensions of modern society can develop in a creative direction, it will 
contribute to the political developments instead, and encourage the inside and new 
social movements. Such as the Feminist Movement, the Peace Movement or the 
Ecological Movement, all of which make the political campaign Issues associate with 
the daily lives more obviously. Traditional social movements were always shaped into 
the objections to development; while contemporary social movements gradually 
release forces of society through a democratic process, make the stagnant democratic 
life re-find its vitality ,also re-condensate the necessary force of the social life which 
has been broken by the globalized economy; change the country, and also make the 
community mature.  
Social movement is neither the facts nor on the trend, it is about the experience 
of the operation. Historical materialism to understand the methodology of social 
movements provide the basis that it fundamentally rejected a rational and non-rational 
basis for the concept, but from the social basis of the existence of social movements to 
explain the driving force, from a realistic grasp the pulse of the possibility of social 
movements, from the trend of historical development in the interpretation of the role 
of social movements. Seriously study of contemporary social movements, and to take 
a correct attitude of Marxism, is the development of Marxism in contemporary 
necessary.  
In this paper, the time span is mainly western society in the 1960s as a starting 
point to change now. This is a tradition of relatively slow development of social 
movements, contemporary social movements have mushroomed and to diversify the 
period. Geographical span encompasses the developed capitalist countries in Europe 
and the United States and China. In this paper, an open thinking to sort out and reflect 
on contemporary western social movement rise, which lasted from the state and a total 
inspection at the state of contemporary western point of view of the scope of social 
movements, characteristics and history of various patterns and trends. At the same 
time founded the theory and practice of China, China's comparative analysis of social 













contemporary social movements in China's development patterns and social 
infrastructure. Focus on exploring the Chinese community in a unique system 
developed under the framework of the action.  
Chapter One with an open thinking to sort out and reflect on the academic basis 
of contemporary social movements, focus on the definition and features and approach 
of contemporary social movements. In this paper, the definition of social movements 
is interrelated，a clear change in society's common goals of individual and organized 
mass protests outside the system to the process. Contemporary social movements to 
reflect the characteristics: group, sustainability，the grass roots, purpose, non-violence, 
openness.Theory is the mainstream social movement groups along the 
psychological-to mobilize resources and political opportunities-new social movements 
sequence of development, the paper give up a single area of the evolution of research 
methods, not on a time sequence in accordance with the study but equally important 
way to start the gesture processing (to avoid the mainstream Mainstream and 
non-submission of deliberately) the social movements of resources. 
Chapters Two and Chapter Three respectively study the rise of contemporary 
western social movement with diachronic and synchronic methods. Chapters Two 
studies the historic evolution of western social movements from traditional ones into 
contemporary ones, and analyzes the background and process and characteristics of 
the rise of contemporary social movements. Contemporary capitalist society changes 
and features in the 1970s by the Bell “post-industrial society theory” are very 
comprehensive exposition. In the 1960s the outbreak of the Student Movement and 
Civil Rights Movement in the United States and France's May 1968 is an important 
turning point. Western developed countries set off contemporary social 
movements.Chapter Three perspects the practice of contemporary western social 
movements from the Labor Movement, the Peace Movement, the Feminist Movement, 
the Gay Movement and the Ecological Movement. From the 1970s onwards, the 
Western Marxist theory and practice have taken place in the direction of major 
changes, such as from the overall attention to the stress of multiple, different and 
uncertainties. The biggest change is the emergence of the New Left and contemporary 
social movements. Contemporary social movements include the features such as 
updated the main force, value pluralism, cultural conflict, anti-bureaucratic and make 













contemporary western social movements, performances from the radical trend of 
moderate, from the macro to micro, institutionalization and globalization, and 
reflecting on the challenges of developing countries and regions. Traditional social 
movement continues to be the next social movement an important component of, but 
its weight and influence of relative decline. With contemporary social movements 
developing in the Western society, its characteristics and effectiveness of various 
social layers have been gradually understand and master. Modern means of social 
communication development and social movement organizations also improve the 
technology of social movements to promote the arrival of the community. 
Chapter Five to Chapter Six turn to China's theory and practice. Chapter Five 
studies the status of social movements from the practice which is triggered by Peasant 
Protest, Worker Campaign, The Rights movement of urban Property Owners, the 
Student Movement, the Women’s Movement, the Gay Movement and the 
Environmental Movement. Xiamen PX Project is incident as a case of the 
Environmental Movement, analyzes political opportunities, elements of resources and 
construction of recognition in Xiamen PX Project incidents by experiential method. 
Contemporary Chinese society movement, although currently faced with the interests 
of the dispute over the low level of organization, continuing incidents, and other short 
features, but has been in development. Contemporary social movements for China's 
social system of rules there are two effects: to give meaning and the formation of the 
rules. China's current social movement resistance is the main type of social 
movements, but in the long run, society will eventually be transformed into 
self-organization and self-building. Xiamen PX Project incidents in the future model 
and its space is the opportunity to explore it more valuable places.Based on the 
perspectives of the changes in state-social relations, structural inequalities and the 
identity crisis, Chapter Six contemplates on the accumulation of social basis on which 
China’s social movement took place. Social movement to develop the political 
opportunity structure theory only in the middle-level mechanism to identify countries 
- would be meaningful social relationship. We should focus on exploring the Chinese 
community in a unique system developed under the framework of the action. The 
development of market economy to social movements in contemporary China has 
accumulated the cultivation of certain conditions: creating a great deal of social 













a social mechanism of self-government. Collective resistance to the current outbreak 
of political opportunity has three main structure-oriented: The system of the relative 
division, the initial open media policy and regulations and the gradual improvement. 
Contemporary social movements are to harsh attitude adjustment imbalance in the 
State of the state - social power relations. 
Chapter Seven discusses the significance and limitations of contemporary social 
movements. Reconstruction of public sphere, freedom of expression, the deepening of 
democracy and Composite justice is the significance of contemporary social 
movements. On the one hand, social movements recognized the value of pluralism, 
freedom of certain individuals, attention is born equal and politically neutral, that 
rational；  on the other hand, encourages participation in public affairs, civic 
responsibility and the ability to conserve, enhance citizenship as a prerequisite for the 
performance.From the historical materialism of Marxism, the limitations of 
contemporary social movements mainly to the lack of systematic theory, practice 
limited to talk about the lack of constructive results, organizational forms can not be 
too dispersion organizations to create a powerful unified force, concerned about the 
practice of social movements in developing countries not enough etc. Through the 
social movements of the strengths and weaknesses of understanding, better play the 
positive role of social movements, so that it can promote social progress. 
This paper ends by an open conclusion. Social movement is a hopeful beginning. 
The progressive intellectuals can expect and help form such a mass which has been 
seen in the history, integrate physical liberation and public states on the Social Forum 
more profoundly, and, become the self-master citizens in the most strict sense. Social 
movement is the strongest force to rebuild a government. We have many citizens 
defend their rights and the impulse to the scattered efforts of the Government can 
focus on gradually opening up to the people the right to maintain a certain space, the 
public expressed dissatisfaction with the campaign to become a truly can change the 
rules of a campaign. Countries is necessary, it represents the civil society itself unable 
to achieve the public interest. Effective way is to expand community participation and 
development independent of the country's social autonomy. Citizen participation is an 
institutional process, which rises and organizations from social movements, and 
participates in national decision-making process but not in the country. 













thematic and systematic research, and academia before the mainstream with the 
western theory of social movements on the Chinese case of the fragmented research is 
in sharp contrast. From a multidisciplinary perspective of contemporary social 
movement theory, to analyze patterns and more contemporary social movement 
practice. Contemporary social movements on the theory and practice of flow of 
resources to organize and popularization of elaborate systems. From the last state to 
study traditional to contemporary social movements of the history of social 
movements, from a total of at the state of contemporary social movement to study the 
practice of their respective start. Summed up the development of contemporary social 
movement is the main trend toward globalization and institutionalization, but also 
marginalized and anti-globalization features. Stressed that for developing countries 
and countries in transition, the localization is necessary to consider the issue，from the 
practice of sports in particular to Xiamen px project triggered the campaign to 
perspective on social movements in contemporary China's development. From the 
state-the changes in social relations, structural inequalities and the identity crisis of 
three parts of China to grasp the social movements in the social basis, shows that 
China seems to have mass social movement's social base. In recent years, the Chinese 
media and intellectuals have inadvertently build a social movement in China the most 
positive sense of the vitality of the public sphere beginning to take shape. Through the 
social movements of the strengths and weaknesses of understanding, and give better 
play the positive role of social movements, so that it can promote social progress. 
Expand and deepen the political science relevant content, help to correct 
understanding of the social movement only remain in the interpretation of ideas or 
emotions of the critical stage, to further promote the related topics discussed. To 
promote open, positive, positive attitude to look at social movements in the 
governance of the important role, orderly broaden the diversification of means of civic 
participation. Help in promoting China's political reform and political democratization, 
social justice and social harmony on the basis of thinking the system solutions, in 
practice to maintain the necessary caution. 
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